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          October 2014 

 

AECB News  

 

Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) 2013 Version  and SketchUp Design plugin: design PH 

The English version of the 2013 issue of PHPP (PHPP8) has been released and is available to purchase at £125 plus VAT online 

from: www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/phpp-software.  

If you already have a copy of an earlier version of PHPP (eg PHPP7) you can upgrade to PHPP8 at the reduced price of £105 plus 

VAT.  This can now be done online at www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/phpp-software    

The AECB has entered into a contract with the Passivhaus Institute (PHI) to sell the new SketchUp plugin designPH (English 

version).  You can buy it now at the AECB member rate discounted prices online via the AECB website 

at:  www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/phpp-software   

Prices are listed below.  Please note these exclude VAT and depend on the version of PHPP you have.  For full details of the new 

designPH please visit: www.designph.org/ 

• Upgrade from PHPP7 to PHPP8.5 PLUS designPH plugin:      £210 

• NEW PHPP8 PLUS  designPH plugin (includes latest upgrade for PHPP8 to PHPP8.5):  £280 

• If you have a copy of PHPP8 you can have the designPH plugin only :   £170 

(including upgrade to PHPP8.5)        

Please note that if you do not have a copy of PHPP you cannot purchase DesignPH on its own.  The above prices are for AECB 

members only.  

 UK Passivhaus Conference 2014:  one day conference 16
th

 October 2014  

The UK Passivhaus Conference 2014 is being organised by the Passivhaus Trust (http://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/) and the BRE 

(http://www.passivhaus.org.uk/), together with their supporting partners and affiliates.  

The conference will explore how Passivhaus can be used to help deliver near and zero energy buildings. The conference will include 

all the features from last year and more, again crammed into just one day, including leading-edge project presentations, detailed 

project case studies, a full-scale exhibition room and networking sessions to bring you up-to-date with all the latest research and 

practice! 

Learn about: 

• How forthcoming requirements for near and zero energy buildings relate to Passivhaus 

• Delivery of Passivhaus at scale, both in the UK and overseas 

• The best examples of retrofit projects in the UK, from tower blocks to individual homes 

• What it takes to deliver a successful Passivhaus project 

• And more! 

Discover how to: 

• Deliver successful Passivhaus buildings at scale. 

• Close the performance gap and achieve low energy consumption in use. 

• Create a comfortable and healthy environment for occupants. 

• Implement a well-managed quality assurance process.   
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• Meet your Part L and near zero energy requirements through a tried-and-tested approach.  

We would like to invite you all to participate in the UK Passivhaus Conference 2014. 

Conference tickets are now available! Book your tickets at http://www.ukpassivhausconference.org.uk/tickets-and-registration  

Soapbox 

“Grrr, that is so annoying!”   “It really bugs me the way that …”   well, if something is bugging you, feel free to share it with fellow 

AECB members and the wider world, via our Soapbox feature.  Just drop a line to kate@aecb.net and sketch out what you have to 

say.  For more information or to read other Soapbox articles visit www.aecb.net/publications/publication-categories/soapbox/ 

Conference 2014 feedback 

 

Many thanks to all of those of you who took the trouble to complete the 2014 AECB Annual Conference feedback form.  The 

feedback was very positive with some very constructive comments. The full results can be read on the AECB website at 

http://www.aecb.net/publications/aecb-2014-conference-feedback/ but below is a taster. . .   

Q3)  Please rate the range of workshops and add any comments on workshops you attended and how they could have been 

improved. 

 

Excellent 

– 

Very Good 

– 

Good 

– 

OK 

– 

Bad 

– 

30.00% 

12 

42.50% 

17 

25.00% 

10 

2.50% 

1 

0.00% 

0 

Comments 

“There was a wide range of topics covered in the workshops, the difficulty is choosing which workshops to attend I suppose the 

answer is to attend again next year.” 

“The visit to Ashley Vale was excellent. It is always good to see real buildings and talk to people with direct experience of sustainable 

building.” 

“Good range, it was really good to see some practical workshops, for example the airtightness one. More of this type of 

presentation would be great.” 

“Workshops were good but mostly 'showing things' rather than explaining things - some more in-depth technical workshops might 

be good. Some workshops tried to cover too much and ended being too general.” 

“I really enjoyed the visit to Ashley Vale self build scheme. Overall I thought there was a really good balance this year - it was my 

favourite conference so far.” 

“Excellent speakers at the top of their game. Good social and an inspiring event. Lovely venue. Well organised, well done.” 

Q5) Do you have any suggestions for formats, themes and workshops you would like to see at future conferences. 

“More practical based workshops.” 

“It was very good to hear from Cath about Water & Floods in the main session this year, since I managed to miss all her talks last 

year.” 

“Some detailed technical workshops explaining principles - the principles of good ventilation, the science of moisture movement. 

Perhaps some detailed workshops on Passive design and how this differs from the principles of PassivHaus.” 

These snapshots give some idea of the range.   One common theme was the need for practical workshops which we are looking 

into.  With many thanks once again to all the speakers and the Staff at the university.   

For the full results go to http://www.aecb.net/publications/aecb-2014-conference-feedback/ 

Omnisense Remote Monitoring System 

The AECB has negotiated an ongoing rate of benefit to members and can offer the Omnisense remote monitoring system at 

significantly preferential terms to AECB members for projects that would benefit from environmental condition monitoring.  The 

Omnisense system is a web-based remote monitoring system for buildings that measures relative humidity, temperature and 
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moisture level. Currently members who have taken up this offer are monitoring various internal wall insulation constructions, 

insulated suspended timber floors, conditions within brickwork that has been externally insulated, etc 

To obtain a quotation for the Omnisense Remote Monitoring System please contact gill@aecb.net.   A forum board has been set up 

for discussion – go to http://www.aecb.net/forum/index.php/topic,3713.0.html to read more. 

Less is More:  Energy Security after Oil (LIM) from the AECB.  

Less is More is available to download as a PDF (http://www.aecb.net/publications/less-is-more-energy-security-after-oil/).   We can 

also send you printed and wire bound copies of Less is More at a price of £25 each (inc P&P).  To place your order online with 

payment via credit card (Worldpaycredit) (http://www.aecb.net/products-page/aecb-publications/) or contact sally@aecb.net. 

AECB CarbonLite Passivhaus Designer courses 

With Passivhaus expertise more and more in demand, AECB CarbonLite courses offer the chance to gain the internationally 

recognised Certified Passivhaus Designer qualification. At the same time you will be benefiting from material uniquely tailored to 

UK building situations and showcasing UK examples. You can take the full Passivhaus Designer course, leading to the exam, or 

individual modules, such as 'Fundamentals of Passivhaus', to improve specific areas of knowledge. 

Our trainers are highly experience UK experts who are actually designing/ building Passivhaus in UK. Amongst others, Bill Butcher, 

Eric Parks, Mark Siddall, Alan Clarke and Nick Grant. Not to mention Peter Warm and the rest of the WARM staff that have 

supported over 200 buildings in low energy design, and are Passivhaus certifiers. Their collective experience includes non-domestic 

buildings, large residential schemes and real Passivhaus construction experience.  

Our courses have been running and continuously updated for over 5 years, with proven experience of delivering successful 

Passivhaus buildings. The 2-week programme is delivered using a mixture of lectures, group and individual learning, and includes 

site visits to innovative Passivhaus developments, a chance to socialise and to build a support network of Passivhaus professionals. 

Find out more at http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/training-courses/ 

Our next course is coming up on the 3
rd

 November 2014, please email us at training@peterwarm.co.uk or call Ingrid on 01752 

542546 to book a place.  

 

 
London 2014 

Week 1 

Fundamentals of Passivhaus  3rd Nov 

Science of Passivhaus  4-5th Nov 

Construction of Passivhaus  6th Nov 

Thermal Bridging (optional)  7th Nov 

Week 2 

Building Services of Passivhaus  17-18th Nov 

PHPP  19-20th Nov 

Revision  21st Nov 

Exam 
 

5th Dec 

Cost: £2,000 + VAT for AECB members, (£2,349 + VAT for non-members); from £249 + VAT for modules. See 

http://www.aecb.net/carbonlite/carbonlite-programme/training-courses/ for details. 

NEW Multiple Booking offer: available for advance multiple bookings from the same company for the whole Designer course and all 

delegates sitting the same course. Email us at training@peterwarm.co.uk or call 01752 542546 for more details. Terms and 

Conditions apply. 
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AECB Member Offer 

 

Ecotoilets 

Ecotoilets are offering a 10% discount to AECB members on any of their range of toilets - contact Richard Saillet on 01327 844442 

for more information or visit www.eco-toilets.co.uk/. 

Centre of Refurbishment Excellence (CoRE) – Masterclasses on domestic retrofit 

CoRE is the not for profit, national centre of excellence for green building retrofit.   Their mission is to transfer practical retrofit 

knowledge to support excellence in retrofit products and projects across the domestic and non-domestic sectors.  CoRE’s network 

of Fellows is the UK’s largest bank of retrofit expertise, drawing together leading practitioners from construction, design and 

academia. They not only shape the CoRE agenda, but also share their knowledge with the growing number of active retrofitters 

through events, bespoke training and information sharing. Based in Stoke-on-Trent, CoRE is itself an example of refurbishment 

excellence, an international standard conference and training venue. 

CoRE have pioneered 30 new Masterclasses on domestic retrofit, all designed and delivered by leading experts (our CoRE Fellows).  

For current courses see www.core-skills.com/events/  

AECB Member Discount 

CoRE Masterclasses usually cost £200+VAT but AECB members using a promotion code will only be charged £125+VAT – please 

contact Gill Rivers by email gill@aecb.net to obtain the promotion code. 

West Midland SME’s (small businesses) may be eligible for a free place at up to three events as part of CoRE’s ERDF (European 

Regional Development Fund) Business Support Programme.  To register your interest for a complimentary ticket, please select the 

‘West Midland’s SME’ ticket option. 

Need phone and broadband at home? Make it greener  

 

By choosing The Co-operative Phone and Broadband, you are supporting an organisation that is committed to minimising its impact 

on the environment while still offering the best possible service to its customers.  

The Co-operative Phone and Broadband is provided by The Phone Co-op, an independent consumer co-operative which:  

• Invests in solar photovoltaic installations – over the last 18 months, it’s put £622k into solar energy generation, saving 

140 tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions per year 

• Supports community energy – in 2013, it put £45k into renewable energy projects 

• Offsets its carbon footprint by paying a levy on the CO2 emissions resulting from its activity 

• Promotes the use of more sustainable transport modes – 91% of business miles travelled in 2013 were by train, bus, bike 

or on foot 

• Uses electricity from renewable sources  

• Recycles 100% of its waste 

The Co-operative Phone and Broadband offers everything you need to stay connected; including mobile services.   

Members of AECB get a £10 credit on their first bill; 6% of their spend goes back to supporting AECB's work - just quote unique 

code AF0130 when switching.  

Find out more on http://www.thephone.coop/aecb. 

To switch today (or to register your interest if you are stuck in a contract with a different provider), call 01608 434 040 or click here: 

http://www.thephone.coop/home/schedule-reminder/  
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AECB Member News 

 

Panel Agency Expands Building Systems Team 

 

 

Andrew Pocock has joined Panel Agency Ltd (www.panelagency.com) in the role of Technical Sales to promote and provide 

technical assistance for their range of panel and insulation products. 

Previously a technical manager with Lawtech, Ecomerchant, Steico and Finnforest, Mr Pocock has over 20 years’ experience in the 

technical support, marketing and sales of sustainable building products.  He has also led the development of I Joist design software 

and building systems incorporating thermally efficient materials. 

Mr Pocock will lead the promotion of the recently launched Panelvent® DHF board, Puucomp acoustic veneered boards, Bitroc, 

Bitvent and MGO boards, as well as the wider range of Panel  Agency products. He will join in house structural engineer Mike Baron 

to provide a comprehensive technical support to end customers. 

 

Local Group News 

 

For full details of the events listed below and forthcoming events please visit www.aecb.net/events/  for up to date information on 

all of these events including dates, times and venues or email debbie@aecb.net to request that your name be added to a Local 

Group mailing list. 

 

Forthcoming Local Group Events in October 2014: 

• Cheshire, Shropshire and Staffordshire Local Group 

Carol, Group Leader for Cheshire, Shropshire & Staffordshire has organised some interesting visits for the last few months of 2014.   

Sunday 19
th

 October afternoon, times tbc 

A 1750s stone cottage near Rawtenstall – retrofitted to become almost Carbon neutral for heating by AECB member, Andy 

Hamilton and part of an open Ecohouse weekend. 

Wednesday 3
rd

 December 7.00 pm 

Co-op HQ, Manchester – now that the office has been open for a year, this revisit will explore post-occupation monitoring, what 

has been learned and how the building is working. 

If you have an idea for a meeting (a presentation or discussion) – or would like to host a get together to highlight the work of your 

company in the area (including Lancashire and Manchester) please let me know and I will pass this on to Carol.  Debbie, Local 

Groups Coordinator at debbie@aecb.net  

• Kent Local Group – 2014 PedalHaus Bike Tour – Sunday 5
th

 October 2014 

Paul Mallion, the orginator of PedalHaus Bike Tours, is branching out to include East Sussex for the 2014 cycling eco-building event.  

Date:    5th October 2014 from 9.00am (for 9.30am start)  

Starting point:   Paddock Wood Station  

The places being visited are:  
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Rectory Park – A fascinating historic country house undergoing repair and improvement, centred around a Hall house Woodland 

Enterprise Centre in Flimwell and ‘Thei Cheerey’ Huf Haus in Cranbrook RSVP pls.  Let us know if you are interested in going along 

by contacting Paul directly or via Debbie, Local Groups Coordinator   

• Herefordshire PedalHaus Bike Tour – Saturday 11
th

 October 2014 

All you PedalHausists (and cyclists) add 11th October to your diaries for the Herefordshire event organised by George Mikurcik of 

Architype.  This is the first PedalHaus Bike Tour in Hereford and will look at a few projects, past and present. 

Time and Date:   9.00 am Saturday 11th October 2014 

Starting place:   Hereford Cathedral, 5 College Cloisters, Cathedral Close, Hereford HR1 2NG 

The ride will have a most fitting start at Hereford Cathedral with its life-size bronze statue of Edward Elgar, complete with his 

beloved Sunbeam bicycle, standing in the north-east of Hereford Cathedral Close. 

The ride will then head towards HARC (Hereford Archive facility) in Rotherwas 

(http://www.passivhaustrust.org.uk/news/detail/?nId=272#.VBLZkWPDVHM).  This is the UK’s first Passivhaus archive project 

designed by Architype (with Nick Grant and Alan Clarke as consultants) currently being constructed by Kier, where there will be a 

tour of the building.  The project will be nearing completion at the time of visit. 

From there, the Tour will return to Hereford, and visit one or two retrofit projects by Simmonds Mills: Andy Simmond’s own Grove 

Cottage (see details on the Low Energy Database http://www.lowenergybuildings.org.uk/viewproject.php?id=199) and possibly 

another retrofit on nearby Harold Street. 

Suggest a (light) pub lunch after this (venue TBC). 

The final project to visit after lunch will be Mike Whitfield’s Passivhaus in Clehonger, currently occupied by Rob White of Architype 

and his newly wedded wife Martina.  Light snacks and Irish beer might be served. 

The bike journey will cover about 20 miles, by public highway and cycle routes (final route to be confirmed) but will be suitable for 

all sorts of cycles and abilities  ….…    the route will be at a gentle pace and no one will get left behind. 

Bookings via Eventbrite – https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/herefordshire-pedalhaus-tickets-12878368547 

You will need to bring: 

- a bike, in good working order 

- spare inner tube and pump 

- suitable clothing including a helmet 

- some snacks & water 

- money for refreshments 

Please note:  The rides are on cycle tracks as well as public roads (some busy A roads) and participants must exercise sound, mature 

judgment, being responsible for their own and others’ safety.  Cyclists are reminded to carry out manoeuvres safely and to adhere 

to the rules of the road. 

• London Local Group – PedalHaus Bike Tour – Saturday 11
th

 October 2014 

AECB London Group Leader Peter Urquhart with the help of Lisa Pasquale of Six Cylinder (http://six-cylinder.co.uk/) have organised 

an action packed inaugural London PedalHaus Tour for Saturday 11th October 2014. 

You don’t need to be a mad keen cyclist to join in – the day is for all abilities, whether you cycle regularly or not. The pace will be 

relatively easy with regular stops and refreshments throughout the day.  Below are also details for those who will need a bicycle for 

the day. 

The tour will be commencing in Islington, N1 at 10 am and includes a morning visit to a Passivhaus residential retrofit (a Victorian 

terrace with internal wall insulation) and the first certified Passivhaus non-domestic retrofit in the UK – first visited by Local Groups 

back in 2011 (www.aecb.net/event/justin-bere-reveals-the-inside-story-on-the-mayville-centre-london-30th-november/) 

Those who have bicycles and can get to this part of London with them are welcome to bring them along.  Otherwise there are 

plenty of Barclays cycle hire docking stations close by, so those without bikes can head to one within easy walking distance (after 

the first visit) for the onward journey.  More information about Barclays Cycle Hire at www.tfl.gov.uk/modes/cycling/barclays-

cycle-hire . 

The proposed timetable is: 

- Morning:  Two Passivhaus retrofits with coffee and croissants between visits – to keep the energy levels up!  (Those 

wishing to hire bikes can do so after the first visit). 

- Lunch in the park en route (option for you to bring your own lunch or there will be cafes close by if you need to purchase 

lunch) 
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- Afternoon:  Two further site visits for the early afternoon followed by a great venue to finish, mid-afternoon, south of the 

river for refreshments after a busy day! 

Do you know of any venues to fill the afternoon slots.  Peter and Lisa are still looking to confirm a further 2 site visits for the 

afternoon.  If you have or know of anywhere we could pop into on this Saturday in East, Central or South London then please do let 

us know! 

RSVP Please let us know if you will be coming along so we can have an idea of numbers.  Contact Peter or Lisa directly or by 

emailing Debbie, debbie@aecb.net, the Local Groups Coordinator.  Further details will be sent to those attending closer to the 

time. 

Please note:  The rides are on public roads and participants must exercise sound, mature judgment, being responsible for their own 

and others’ safety.  Cyclists are reminded to carry out manoeuvres safely and to adhere to the rules of the road.  Please wear 

suitable clothing including a helmet. 

• Brighton Local Group 

Jim Miller and Tim Small of the of the Brighton Group hold regular meetings that provide an informal opportunity for individuals to 

discuss sustainable building practices and techniques – concentrating on the technical issues.  It also provides a forum for 

commercial networking and socialising. 

Time and Date:  Every second Tuesday of the month, from 7.00 pm until about 10.30 

Venue:   The Battle of Trafalgar, 34 Guildford Road, Brighton BN1 3LW (just up the hill from Brighton Station) 

The evening is likely to be useful for architects, building contractors, and associated trades, people looking to have sustainable 

building works carried out (new build or renovation).  However, all are welcome, including skilled self-builders and DIYers. 

RSVP and for more information contact the Local Groups Coordinator debbie@aecb.net, or see Jim’s 

blog  http://www.jimmillerdesign.co.uk/blog/ under Brighton Sustainable Building Drinks 

 

News  

 

Interactive Map: Tracking 160 years of global carbon emissions 

http://www.wri.org/blog/2014/09/explore-changing-global-emissions-through-interactive-maps  

An interactive map from the World Resources Institute tracks how carbon dioxide emissions are distributed globally and how 

they've changed over the past two centuries.  In the wake of the UN Climate Summit, edie breaks down what the map shows us 

about the world's most polluting countries, and what those countries pledged - or didn't pledge - in New York. (Scroll down for 

map). 

The emissions explosion in China over the past fifty years is vividly realised by the map, and the country finally responded to 

international pressure at the Summit, making its first major climate pledge.  Vice-Premier Zhang Gaoli said China's emissions - the 

world's highest - would be reduced by 45% per unit of carbon in 2020, compared with levels in 2005. 

While China's emissions exploded late in the century, the map shows massive American pollution for well over a hundred years. 

The trend shows no signs of slowing down, with current CO2 levels 2.74% higher than 2013 and 5.96% higher than 2012. 

The statistics are at odds with American rhetoric, as Obama said in his speech last week: "Five years ago I pledged America would 

reduce our carbon emissions in the range of 17% below 2005 levels by the year 2020. America will meet that target. And by early 

next year, we will put forward our next emission target reflecting our confidence in the ability of our technological entrepreneurs 

and scientific innovators to lead the way." 

Britain arguably invented large-scale pollution with the industrial revolution, and that explosion is charted at the start of the maps 

chronological journey. However that pollution circle is soon dwarfed by modern industrial powerhouses.  Delivering a four-minute 

address to the UN at the Summit, the Prime Minister called for the international community to come together behind a 'new, 

ambitious global deal' to restrict global warming to 2C.  However the UK failed to join France and Germany as leading EU 

economies that pledged large sums to the Green Climate Fund. 

India, like China, saw a boom in emissions in the last 20 years, to become the third largest polluter in the world. Its premier also 

declined an invitation to the summit, but unlike China, it has yet to make any promises about cutting those vast emissions.  Prakash 

Javadekar, India's environment minister, told the New York Times at the Summit "That's for more developed countries." 

Russia's pollution bubble exploded in the Cold War era, and is currently the fourth largest in the world, but Putin too snubbed the 

Summit. 

Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Interactive-Map-Tracking-160-years-of-global-carbon-emissions/26996/ 
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UK-GBC Chief Executive is to step down 

Chairman of the UK Green Building Council (UK-GBC) http://www.ukgbc.org/ Andrew Gould has announced Paul King, Chief 

Executive, is to leave the organisation next year.  Trustees will begin to seek his replacement shortly. 

King has led the UK-GBC successfully during his tenure.  His legacy includes leading a government campaign to set a zero carbon 

target for non-domestic buildings; developing the Pay-As-You-Save concept for home retrofit; launching a sustainability leadership 

programme for CEOs in the sector; and creating an innovation and leadership programme for rising stars of the built environment 

industry. 

Planning loophole allows councils to be overruled 

A report from the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) has revealed that housing targets set for councils has enabled 

developers to bypass opposition and build on greenfield sites. 

The report, ‘Targeting the countryside’ (http://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/housing-and-planning/housing/item/download/3729), 

examined appeal decisions for major housing developments built on greenfield land between March 2012 and May 2014.  The 

study found that 22,000 houses were built on land that had been disputed by councils and local residents.  In 72 per cent of cases 

planning inspectors overturned the decisions of local councils where there was no defined land supply. 

Under the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), local councils are required to provide a five year land supply for housing.  

NPPF was set up in March 2012 in an attempt to boost housing numbers and help to tackle the current shortage of properties.  

However, only 17.6 per cent of councils have had their local plans confirmed by government officials.  Additionally, regardless of 

opposition, councils without a long term plan face developments being authorised. 

Councils that fail to meet housing targets must find an extra 20 per cent of land as a ‘buffer’ to ensure ‘choice and 

competition’. Furthermore, even when a council was found to meet its targets, the research found that one in six local refusals was 

overturned by a planning inspector. 

The CPRE research examined 309 planning appeal decisions from across England where local councils had rejected applications for 

development of 10 or more houses on greenfield land. 

2015 Ashden Awards 

http://www.ashden.org/ashden_awards  

The Ashden Awards are a nationally recognised awards scheme which rewards outstanding sustainable energy programmes and 

enterprises with a prize fund of up to £20,000, media exposure and business support. Previous Award winners include the National 

Trust and behaviour change charity Global Action Plan.  

The Ashden Awards – the UK’s leading green energy awards scheme – is seeking entries for its 2015 Awards. They want to hear 

from businesses, housing associations and public sector organisations across the country that are retrofitting existing buildings, 

involved in the construction of new buildings, or offering products to reduce demand for energy in buildings. Past winners include 

Hemcrete Projects, the Sustainable Energy Academy, Architype and Parity Projects.  

Entry to the Awards is free, with winners to be presented with a prize worth up to £20,000 at a prestigious ceremony in London on 

11 June 2014.   

Deadline: Tuesday 4 November 2014 

Find out more and apply for a 2014 Award: http://www.ashden.org/apply, or contact the Ashden Awards Coordinator 020 7410 

7023 UKapps@ashdenawards.org  

The Larsen truss:  30 years old!   

A Larsen truss is a type of wall truss used to build a thick wall — thick enough to provide room for above-average amounts of 

insulation.  It was developed in 1981 by John Larsen, a builder in Edmonton, Alberta. 

In honor of the 30th anniversary of the Larsen truss, the time has come for a definitive article on the invention. This report includes 

an interview with the inventor of the Larsen truss, a history of its use, and a discussion of its advantages and disadvantages.   

To read the article in full click at http://www.greenbuildingadvisor.com/blogs/dept/musings/all-about-larsen-trusses.  

UK Community Energy Awards 

www.communityenergyawards.org.uk  

Winners of the first-ever, UK Community Energy Awards have been announced at a ceremony in Oxford Town Hall on 4th 

September 2014.   The awards celebrate and recognise the outstanding dedication and achievements made by community energy 

organisations, their staff and volunteers in improving the energy efficiency of homes and buildings, reducing fuel poverty and 

making renewable energy affordable for all. 

The Award winners, decided by a panel of community energy experts, were as follows: 

- Volunteer of the Year: Barbara Hampson, Plymouth Energy Community               
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- Fundraiser of the Year: Will Cottrell, Brighton Energy Co-Operative 

- Green Energy Champion: Mike Ford, Esk Valley Community Energy Group 

- Fuel Poverty Champion:  Dennis Reeves, Middlesborough Environment City 

- Campaigner of the Year: Colin Baines, The Co-Operative Group 

- Leader of the Year:  Peter Capener, Bath & West Community Energy 

- Funder of the Year: Trillion Fund 

- Local Authority Partner of the Year: Oxford City Council 

- Community Energy Start-Up of the Year: Whalley Community Hydro 

- Community Share Issue of the Year: Green Fox Co-op 

- Energy Generation Project of the Year: Lancaster Co Housing (AECB member*) 

- Energy Reduction Project of the Year: Easton Energy 

- Energy Management Project of the Year: Viridis 

- Energy Purchase Project of the Year: Snitterfield Actioning Climate Change 

- Community Energy Organisation of the Year:  Bath & West Community Energy 

Major Energy Efficiency Scheme Calls On Small Businesses 

Small to medium sized installer organisations from Yorkshire will get the chance to join a major Government backed scheme which 

aims to improve the energy efficiency standards of over 28,000 homes across 10 Local Authority areas.  The Leeds City Region 

Green Deal is the latest scheme to help householders save energy through insulation, heating and renewable energy upgrades. 

Funded through Energy Providers with Local Government backing, the scheme plans to create over 200 new jobs throughout the 

next three years. It is anticipated that 75% of the installations carried out on the programme will be undertaken by smaller 

installers.  Construction & Housing Yorkshire is working in partnership with Green Deal Installer Hub to help identify potential 

contractors to work on the scheme. 

Local installers within the Leeds City Region can express their interest in joining the supply chain by registering their details on 

http://www.greendealinstallerhub.co.uk/leeds_city_region_green_deal.html 

40 SME companies will also be offered a discount training package - subsidised through the Green Deal Communities fund. This 

gives smaller installers, that are not yet Green Deal approved, the opportunity to upskill and achieve their required accreditations 

for a third of the cost.  

The first training session will be held in Leeds on Thursday 9th October.  

The Leeds City Region encompasses: Barnsley, Bradford, Craven, Calderdale, Harrogate, Kirklees, Leeds, Selby, Wakefield and York. 

For more information, or to express an interest in working on the Leeds City Region Green Deal, visit: 

http://www.greendealinstallerhub.co.uk/leeds_city_region_green_deal.html 

Conservative Party Conference: Cameron ignores climate change 

Despite highlighting climate change as one of the 'biggest challenges of this generation' at the Climate Summit last week, Cameron 

made no mention of the issue in his final conference speech before next year's general election today, other than to announce that 

the UK is 'leading, not following, on climate change.' 

The Prime Minister's speech follows that of Chancellor George Osborne on Monday, which also made no mention of climate change 

and only a fleeting reference to renewable energy on Monday. Speaking at the Labour Party Conference last month, Labour Leader 

Ed Miliband attacked Cameron over his environmental record, accusing the Conservative-Liberal Democrat Coalition of failing to 

deliver on its promise to be the 'Greenest Government Ever'.  Miliband also pledged to create one million green jobs as part of a 

10-year plan to make Britain a global leader in clean technology. 

Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Conservative-Party-Conference--no-mention-of-climate-change-by-Prime-Minister 

Record CO2 emissions 'committing world to dangerous climate change' 

Children born today will see the world committed to dangerous and irreversible levels of climate change by their young adulthood 

at current rates, as the world poured a record amount of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere this year.  Annual carbon dioxide 

emissions showed a strong rise of 2.5% on 2013 levels, putting the total emitted this year on track for 40bn tonnes. That means the 

global 'carbon budget', calculated as the total governments can afford to emit without pushing temperatures higher than 2C above 

pre-industrial levels, is likely to be used up within just one generation, or in thirty years from now. 

Scientists think climate change is likely to have catastrophic and irreversible effects, including rising sea levels, polar melting, 

droughts, floods and increasingly extreme weather, if temperatures rise more than 2C. They have calculated that this threshold is 
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likely to be breached if global emissions top 1,200 billion tonnes, giving a "carbon budget" to stick to in order to avoid dangerous 

warming. 

The study, by the Global Carbon Project, also found that China's per capita emissions had surpassed those of Europe for the first 

time, between 2013 and 2014.  It comes ahead of a climate summit New York, at which the UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon will 

bring together heads of state and government from more than 120 countries to discuss climate change, and encourage them to 

make commitments on emissions reductions in the run-up to a crunch meeting in Paris late next year, at which a new global 

agreement on emissions is expected to be signed. 

Emissions for 2014, according to the research, are set to rise to 40bn tonnes. That compares with emissions of 32bn tonnes in 2010, 

showing how fast the output is rising.  The rising trend has continued despite increasingly alarming warnings from scientists over 

the future of the climate, and commitments by developed countries to cut their carbon and from major developing economies to 

curb their emissions growth. There was a brief blip in global emissions growth at the time of the banking crisis, but this "breathing 

space" was quickly overtaken by an expansion in fossil fuel demand. 

The growth in emissions also comes despite the much-vaunted contribution of shale gas to the world's energy mix. Some 

supporters of the technology claim it will bring down emissions, because gas produces less carbon than coal when burned. But 

studies have shown that although this may dent the rate at which emissions rise, it is unlikely by itself to produce an absolute fall in 

carbon output levels. US emissions rose by nearly 3% in 2013, after falling in the previous five years, despite its shale gas boom. 

As much as half of the world's proven reserves of all fossil fuels will need to be left in the ground if we are to avoid the worst effects 

of climate change, the research suggested.  The study, published as a paper in the peer-review journal Nature Geoscience, called 

"Persistent growth of CO2 emissions and implications for reaching climate targets", is a collaboration of research groups around the 

world. 

The overtaking of Europe by China in terms of emissions per person - about 7.2 tonnes of carbon dioxide per person per year, the 

study found, compared with Europe's 6.8 tonnes per person - is politically significant.  China has long argued that it should take on 

far less of the burden of emissions cuts than developed nations, because it bore less responsibility for the stock of carbon poured 

into the atmosphere since the industrial revolution, and because its emissions per person were lower.  China's president, Xi Jinping, 

has indicated he will not attend Ban Ki-moon's meeting next week, as has Narendra Modi, India's prime minister. 

The change in the make-up of emissions contributions will be a difficult topic at next year's Paris conference on the climate.   

China and India were the only two nations to hold out almost to the last minute in the talks in 2011 at which governments set the 

deadline of the Paris talks for the sign-off of a new pact on the climate, to replace current national emissions targets that expire in 

2020. India's per capita emissions are still low, at 1.9 tonnes, but the country's total emissions are likely to overtake those of the EU 

by 2019. 

Full story at http://www.edie.net/news/6/Record-CO2-emissions--committing-world-to-dangerous-climate-change--/ 

 

Events 

 

Eco Open Houses – Brighton and Hove 

 

 

 

This year’s Eco Open Houses in Brighton and Hove and surrounding areas will take place on 18-19 October 2014 and 25-26 October 

2014. 

The annual event, which sees owners of some of the greenest buildings in Sussex opening their doors to the public for free, 

showcases the latest green technologies, architecture and materials. 

This year’s highlights include: 

- The low energy office that used to be a toilet block 

- The Earthship community centre made out of old car tyres 

- The university building constructed from ‘waste’ including old toothbrushes and denim 

- The 'natural' retrofit, which uses natural, recycled and reused building materials throughout 
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The seminar programme features talks on how to build and renovate using strawbales, and low-energy Passivhaus construction. 

Full details of Brighton & Hove Eco Open Houses, including how to book tours of the eco homes, open house visiting times and the 

seminar programme, can be found in the 2014 brochure, which can be downloaded for free at www.ecoopenhouses.org. 

Green Complexity: Science, Innovation and Society 

Free public lectures by Professor Carolyn Roberts and Frank Jackson Foundation Professor of the Environment  

Environmental problems are incredibly difficult, because their solutions lie in the combination of both complex environmental 

science but also tortuous political and social vision. This series of lectures offers a route to better understanding these problems 

through an increased knowledge of multidisciplinary environmental science, innovation and collaboration. The role of business, 

industry, academia and government in the solution (and the problem) will be unravelled so that we are better placed to play a part 

in solutions to problems that will affect us all. 

• Greenness and the UK’s Major Environmental Challenges, Thursday 16 October 2014, 6pm at Barnard’s Inn Hall, Chancery 

Lane 

The world faces environmental challenges from global to local levels. Well-rehearsed but impenetrable issues include the increased 

likelihood of damage to life and infrastructure from climate change; carbon management policies for governments; increasing 

levels of poverty and hunger associated with growing populations; and, potentially, mass movement of environmental migrants. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/greenness-and-uk-environmental-challenges 

• Greenness in Business and the City, Thursday 4 December 2014, 6pm at Barnard’s Inn Hall, Chancery Lane 

UK industrial developers are concerned to secure permissions for potentially profitable projects, but they also need to comply with 

environmental legislation on, for example, water management and protected species. The importance of environmental 

improvements is becoming more apparent to businesses and some leading global corporations and SMEs in the UK have in many 

cases actually led government by example. The meaning of the term ‘environmental sustainability’ for industry today will be 

considered, drawing on case studies to show how it is reflected in business practises. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/greenness-in-business-and-the-city  

• Educationally ‘Green’: University Research, Teaching and Campus Greening, Thursday 15 January 2015, 6pm at Barnard’s 

Inn Hall, Chancery Lane 

UK universities have generated excellent environmental performance as well as research and teaching. Companies have been 

established, with the potential to produce major environmental benefits, and there is commitment to supporting sustainability. 

Models for environmental sustainability in universities will be explored, demonstrating the importance of collaboration and 

innovation. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/educationally-green-environmental-research-university-teaching-and-campus 

• Professionally ‘Green’: Environmental Challenges and UK Professional Bodies, Thursday 12 February 2015, 6pm at 

Barnard’s Inn Hall, Chancery Lane 

Many of the UK’s professional bodies have an explicit or implicit environmental remit (such as the ‘Chartered Institute of 

Environmental Management & Assessment’) but others, less clearly associated with environmental matters, also address these 

issues. The role of professional bodies will be discussed, focussing on the tackling of real and urgent environmental challenges. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/professionally-green-environmental-challenges-and-uk-professional-bodies 

• Locally ‘Green’: Does it Make a Difference? Thursday 2 April 2015, 6pm at Barnard’s Inn Hall, Chancery Lane 

Three initiatives that are representative of many schemes that aim to reduce local and global environmental footprints will be 

examined. The Mayor’s annual prize for students to suggest ways of assisting the metropolis to minimise its carbon footprints; the 

Transition Town network that facilitates local initiatives; and the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme aimed at encouraging 

businesses to work together to reduce waste, share resources and reuse  materials all generate ideas that can be shared widely. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/locally-green-does-it-make-a-difference 

• A Green and Pleasant Land? Thursday 7 May 2015, 6pm at Barnard’s Inn Hall, Chancery Lane 

Many environmental initiatives and much legislation affects the British countryside: protection of scenic and habitat areas, 

safeguards for particular species, restrictions on development, and animal welfare legislation. However, our countryside is still 

damaged by pressures that are reducing biodiversity, increasing flooding, damaging soil fertility and rendering our scenery less 

diverse. The reasons behind environmental deterioration will be examined as well as strategies to improve quality whilst feeding 

more people. 

http://www.gresham.ac.uk/lectures-and-events/a-green-and-pleasant-land  

All lectures will last for one hour. The lectures are free and open to all on a “first come, first served” basis. The lectures will be 

recorded and released on the online after the event. 

The Sustainability Leaders Forum, November 19
th

 Russell Hotel, London 
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The most forward-thinking companies with an emphasis on innovation, environmental and social issues will be rewarded both 

financially and with longevity.  The annual Sustainability Leaders Forum is the daytime event ahead of the Sustainability Leaders 

Awards, one of the few environmental award schemes accredited by the RSA, with winners eligible to enter the European Awards.  

This annual day of sustainability excellence brings together over 580 ambitious professionals looking to move beyond 

environmental objectives, deliver transformational change in society and create more value within their organisation. 

Go to http://www.sustainabilityleaders.net/home  

 

Publications 

 

New From IHS BRE Press 

• Renewable energy sources: how they work and what they deliver: Photovoltaics (DG 532 part 1) 

John Holden 

ISBN 978-1-84806-382-2 

This Digest provides a basic understanding for people who have little or no prior knowledge of solar photovoltaics, and for 

engineers and architects who wish to know more about the technical details of photovoltaic modules.It includes an introduction to 

different types of solar photovoltaics, their properties, operating characteristics, annual energy performance, standards and 

certification.  

The Digest will also discuss the components of PV systems and their purpose. However, this Digest is not intended to be used as a 

technical guide for the installation of photovoltaic systems. This is one in a series of four related Digests. Each focuses on a 

renewable energy technology commonly used in domestic buildings. The technologies also cover wood fuel, heat pumps and solar 

thermal collectors.  

Go to http://www.brebookshop.com/details.jsp?id=327424  

• Renewable energy sources: how they work and what they deliver: Part 2: Wood fuels (DG 532/2) 

John Holden 

ISBN 9781858063839 

This Digest has been written to provide an overview of the technical and operational characteristics of biomass systems within the 

scope of the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS). Standards and specifications are covered, including certification, safety 

and incentives (such as the Renewable Heat Incentive and Green Deal).  

Although some technical information is given, it is not intended as an installation guide. The intended readership includes 

landlords, housing associations, local authorities, developers, architects and consultants. This is one in a series of four related 

Digests focusing on a renewable energy technology commonly used in domestic buildings. The other technologies covered include 

photovoltaics, heat pumps and solar thermal collectors. 

Go to http://www.brebookshop.com/details.jsp?id=327433  

• Watermist systems for fire protection in domestic and residential buildings: An introduction (DG 534) 

Corinne Williams 

ISBN 978-1-84806-391-4 

Watermist fire protection systems are being considered for and installed as fire protection measures in domestic and residential 

buildings in the UK. They are seen as a novel technology in the market but are sensitive to small design changes. Therefore, for 

successful implementation, watermist suppliers and approving bodies require an indepth knowledge of the system and its intended 

application. They are being offered as a ’green’ alternative to sprinkler systems because of their potential to reduce water 

consumption. 

This Digest introduces the subject of watermist systems in domestic and residential building types to designers, specifiers, 

authorities having jurisdiction (building control practitioners, fire safety officers and insurers), end clients, developers, fire safety 

managers and non-specialists. It briefly covers: - background- reasons for choosing watermist systems- current UK standards- how 

watermist systems work- issues to be considered including specification, design, installation and ongoing maintenance- use of 

independent third-party approved suppliers and products. 

Go to http://www.brebookshop.com/details.jsp?id=327420 

 

If you have any news, events or courses you would like to publicise in Network then please email details to 

network@aecb.net. 


